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We are BEYOND excited at our office about our coverage in your October issue!! 
The Showhouse looks fantastic and the whole issue just sings... you've done it 

again!!! We were thrilled and honored to be invited to show what we can do for the 
first time in a Showhouse setting. We LOVED every minute of it.... thanks to YOU!

With MUCH gratitude to you and the whole CTC&G team!!!!

The issue is gorgeous!!!!! Thanks for sending last 
week and it got a lot of attention on the weekend 
as I had guests who were very impressed with 
the issue! And you!!!! The entire fabric feature is 
beautiful! Thanks again so very much!

I was very pleased to open the March issue 
of CTC&G and see the feature on Nemo Tile’s 
moving on page 44, “Gotcha Covered.” The 
layout is beautiful and truly conveys the range 
and personality of this tile. Indeed, the entire 
issue is beautiful, and we are proud to be a part 
of it. Thank you for your generous coverage of 
Nemo Tile. I deeply appreciate your longtime 
support of our product and company.

2015 was a year that marked success with our new NYC 
Metro partner NYC&G and CTC&G. In addition to the 

strong editorial support we received from Kendell and DJ,           
the advertising that we ran in the CTC&G issue sold pieces 

directly off of the page, and helped us to simultaneously 
build the business and brand awareness in one of our 

growing product categories in a key market.

Just wanted to thank you on behalf 
of Gallery 19 in Essex for the lovely 
feature in January's "Store Stats." 
We have had several inquiries, 
visits and sales based on the 
magazine, including the sale of the 
painting "Red Flowers" that you 
used. We really appreciate your 
introducing us to your readers.

We have received a super response to the 
lockets and it has translated to residual sales.
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